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Mediating Gender in Post-Authoritarian South Korea
2024-04-29 mediating gender in post authoritarian south
korea focuses on the relationship between media
representation and gender politics in south korea its
chapters feature notable voices of south korea s burgeoning
sphere of gender critique enabled by social media doing
what no other academic volume has yet accomplished in the
sphere of anglophone studies on this topic seeking to
interrogate the role of popular media in establishing and
shaping gendered common sense this volume fosters cross
disciplinary conversations linked by the central thesis that
gender discourse and representation are central to the
politics aesthetics and economics of contemporary south
korea in the post authoritarian period the late 1980s to the
metoo present media representation and popular discourse
changed the gender conventions that are found at the core
of civic political and cultural debates mediating gender in
post authoritarian south korea maps the ways in which
popular media and public discourse make the social
dynamics of gender visible and open them up for debate and
dismantling in presenting innovative new research on the
ways in which popular ideas about gender gain concrete
form and political substance through mass mediation the
book s contributors investigate the discursive production of
gender in contemporary south korea through trends tropes
and thematics as popular media become the domain in
which new gendered subjectivities and relations transpire the
essays in this volume present cases and media objects that
span multiple media and platforms introducing new ways of
thinking about gender as a platform and a conceptual
infrastructure in the post authoritarian era
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Mediating Clinical Claims 2018-04-26 mediating clinical
claims is a timely and detailed look at the growing practice of
mediating clinical negligence claims in england written by
one of the uk s most experienced mediators of clinical claims
the book is aimed at all those with an interest in
understanding why and how mediation is such an effective
process in resolving such claims claimants healthcare
professional and managers lawyers judges policy makers and
mediators it reviews research on what claimants and
clinicians really want from healthcare complaints and claims
it offers help on how best to prepare for and conduct such
mediations giving numerous anonymised examples based on
real mediations this new title looks at how mediation of
clinical claims has developed how mediation differs from
other processes practical guidance for all participants the
legal framework in which such mediation operates the law
and practice of clinical claims process design and the special
problems of multi party claims future developments
mediating clinical claims provides mediators claimants
healthcare professionals and their legal representatives with
all the guidance they need to ensure that a successful and
fair outcome is achieved for all those involved in such
mediations
Mediating Sovereign Debt Disputes 2024-01-08 this book
provides a fresh perspective on resolving sovereign debt
disputes within the investor state mediation framework in
response to the limitations of traditional approaches to
adjudicating public debt issues and the resulting gaps in
international law concerning sovereign defaults creditors
have increasingly turned to investor state treaty arbitrations
to recover unpaid debts however this shift has raised
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numerous criticisms and concerns accordingly this book
explores the uncharted territory of utilizing mediation as a
means to settle sovereign debt claims it sheds light on the
distinctive characteristics of mediation as a process setting it
apart from judicial litigation and private arbitration and
emphasizing the unique outcomes it can generate the
central argument of this book is that mediation should be
seriously considered as a viable option for resolving
sovereign debt disputes not only does it offer a more cost
effective and expeditious approach but it also has the
potential to facilitate economic recovery and sustain
continued investment
Mediating Cultural Diversity in a Globalised Public Space
2012-11-13 through enhancing reflection on the treatment of
cultural diversity in contemporary western societies this
collection aims to move the debate beyond the opposition
between ethnicity and citizenship and demonstrate ways to
achieve equality in multicultural and globalised societies
Mediating International Child Abduction Cases
2011-10-07 there is growing enthusiasm for the use of
mediation to seek to resolve cases arising under the hague
convention of 25 october 1980 on the civil aspects of
international child abduction the convention however despite
being endorsed by the conclusions of meetings of experts
judicial comment and even legislative changes there have
been relatively few cases where mediation has played a
significant role it is suggested that the reason underlying this
dichotomy between the widespread support for the use of
mediation and the current limited practice is that there are
several key questions regarding the use of mediation in the
context of the convention which remain to be answered
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specifically what is meant by convention mediation how can
a mediation process fit within the constraints of the
convention and why offer mediation in convention cases
given the existing legal framework this book addresses these
questions and in so doing seeks to encourage a movement
from enthusiasm about the use of mediation in the
convention context to greater practice
The Free Person and the Free Economy 2002 thisvolume
applies the praxeological and theoretical foundations of the
personalist tradition to free market economic theory this
work defends economic liberty in theologically sensitive
terms that reference the personalist tradition without
compromising the disciplinary integrity of either economics
or social ethics
Mediating Identities in Eighteenth-century England 2011
through case studies from diverse fields of cultural studies
this collection examines how different constructions and
concepts of identity were mediated in england in the long
eighteenth century central to the project is consideration of
the ways historically specific categories of identity
determined by class gender nationality political factions and
age are negotiated through and interact with the media
available at the time including novels newspapers trial
reports images and the theatre
Mediating Role of Social Media on Youth’s Psychological Well-
Being 2023-06-22 this book is the result of a collaboration
between a human editor and an artificial intelligence
algorithm to create a machine generated literature overview
of research articles analyzing the mediating role of social
media on the psychological wellbeing of youth it s a new
publication format in which state of the art computer
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algorithms are applied to select the most relevant articles
published in springer nature journals and create machine
generated literature reviews by arranging the selected
articles in a topical order and creating short summaries of
these articles in this volume a human counsellor psychologist
used the algorithm to explore articles that present results of
research about the impacts of social media on the
psychological wellbeing of youth the internet has always
been popular among youth but during the pandemic it has
attracted even more attention since many aspects of life
further migrated to the digital world thus adding
substantially to internet s ever increasing popularity today
youth spend a majority portion of their time on the internet
and an increasing amount on social media in such digitally
dependent times this book attempts to provide insights on
the positive and negative impact of the internet and social
media on youth mental health and also provides specific
observations on personality traits
Philosophic Values and World Citizenship 2010-09-23 in
philosophic values and world citizenship locke to obama and
beyond alain locke the central promoter of the harlem
renaissance america s most famous african american
pragmatist the cultural referent for renaissance movements
in the caribbean and africa is placed in conversation with
leading philosophers and cultural figures in the modern world
the contributors to this collection compare and contrast locke
s views on values tolerance cosmopolitanism and american
and world citizenship with philosophers and leading cultural
figures ranging from aristotle immanuel kant james farmer
william james john dewey josé vasconcelos hans g gadamer
fredrick nietzsche horace kallen leroi jones amiri baraka to
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the cultural and political figure of barack obama this
important collection of essays eruditely presents locke s
views on moral emotional and aesthetic values the principle
of tolerance in managing value conflict and his rhetorical
style which conveyed his views of cultural reciprocity and
tolerance in the service of the values of citizenship and
cosmopolitanism for teachers and students of contemporary
debates in pragmatism diversity and value theory these
conversations define new and controversial terrain
Mediating Dangerously 2002-02-28 sometimes it s necessary
to push beyond the usual limits of themediation process to
achieve deeper and more lasting change mediating
dangerously shows how to reach beyond technical
andtraditional intervention to the outer edges and dark
places ofdispute resolution where risk taking is essential and
fundamentalchange is the desired result it means opening
wounds and lookingbeneath the surface challenging
comfortable assumptions andexploring dangerous issues
such as dishonesty denial apathy domestic violence grief war
and slavery in order to reach adeeper level of
transformational change mediating dangerously shows
conflict resolution professionals howto advance beyond the
traditional steps procedures and techniquesof mediation to
unveil its invisible heart and soul and to revealthe subtle and
sensitive engine that drives the process of personaland
organizational transformation this book is a major
newcontribution to the literature of conflict resolution that
willinspire and educate professionals in the field for years to
come
Principles of Political Economy 1878 mediating nature
considers how technology acts as a mediating device in the
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construction and circulation of images that inform how we
see and know nature scholarship in environmental
communication has focused almost exclusively on verbal
rather than visual rhetoric and this book engages ecocritical
and ecocompositional inquiry to shift focus onto the making
of images contributors to this dynamic collection focus their
efforts on the intersections of digital media and
environmental ecological thinking part of the book s larger
argument is that analysis of mediations of nature must
develop more critical tools of analysis toward the very
mediating technologies that produce such media that is to
truly understand mediations of nature one needs to
understand the creation and production of those mediations
right down to the algorithms circuit boards and power
sources that drive mediating technologies ultimately
mediating nature contends that ecological literacy and
environmental politics are inseparable from digital literacies
and visual rhetorics the book will be of interest to scholars
and students working in the fields of ecocriticism
ecocomposition media ecology visual rehtoric and digital
literacy studies
Principles of politi 1882 conflict is a normal and
predictable part of life how we respond to it however
determines whether or not the conflict will be destructive
mediating interpersonal conflicts is an up to date
presentation showing how the techniques of negotiation and
mediation can be applied in resolving a wide range of
conflicts in families communities schools and workplaces dr
umbreit not only clearly outlines the communication
negotiation and mediation skills involved in effective
resolution of interpersonal conflict he moves the reader
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beyond the mechanics of mediation to what he calls a
journey of the heart through a humanistic mediation model
that addresses the emotional context of the conflict
E-Business. New Challenges and Opportunities for Digital-
Enabled Intelligent Future 2019-10-31 this book explores the
role of nongovernmental mediators in promoting inclusive
peace to negotiating parties in myanmar s nationwide
ceasefire agreement nca negotiations from 2011 2015 the
influx of ngo mediators directly engaging with the
negotiating parties and promoting the inclusivity norm
coupled with the salience of discourse around all
inclusiveness at the end of the nca process forms a puzzle
around the agency that ngo mediators wield in influencing
political outcomes despite their lack of political and material
leverage the author argues that ngo mediators can
effectively promote norms using mediation processes as a
site of norm diffusion bespoke international conflict
resolution ngos have become key mediation actors within the
last three decades through creating the niche world of
private diplomacy and acting as norm entrepreneurs at the
same time as informal third parties these ngo mediators
directly engage with politically sensitive actors or convene
unofficial peace talks as ngos they are part of an epistemic
community of mediation practice professionalizing the field
and producing knowledge on what peace mediation is and
what it ought to be this dual identity as both ngos and
mediators nicely sets them up with a unique agency to
promote and diffuse norms these norms often reflect the
liberal peacebuilding paradigm promoted from the global
north such as inclusion gender equality and transitional
justice with the view that these norms are not ends in
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themselves but as necessary ingredients for effective
mediation the book further questions whether ngos should
promote norms in the first place the outcome of the nca
process presents a critical and cautionary tale of promoting a
presumed universal norm into a given locale and expecting a
certain outcome without understanding how an external
norm interacts with existing normative frameworks the book
illustrates that while ngo mediators do possess the
normative agency to effectively promote norms to
negotiating parties my empirical research analyses how their
promotion of the inclusivity norm to the negotiating parties
in myanmar s nca paradoxically resulted in exclusionary
outcomes only half of the armed groups in the ethnic armed
groups negotiating bloc signed and civil society was
effectively crowded out from meaningful participation
despite lofty rhetoric this is an open access book
Mediating Nature 1830 this book now in its second edition
brings together the best available understandings of human
development from a multidisciplinary perspective uniquely
inclusive of the moral and faith dimensions of context and
life cycle development human development and faith
examines the interplay of mind body family community and
soul at every stage of development it addresses two central
questions what are the good enough conditions of parenting
family and community in each phase of life from birth to
death that support growth and development what gives life
adequate meaning as development proceeds if human
development describes the normative and hoped for
passages of life then faith provides the necessary component
of meaning throughout the various perspectives offered in
this volume is the premise that faith is that quality of living
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that makes it possible to fully live the journal of pastoral
theology called the first edition of human development and
faith an excellent text for pastoral theology courses because
it fulfills its ambitious goal of bringing a holistic faith
perspective to the usual topics of development this second
edition includes a new chapter on infancy updates reflecting
our growing awareness of cultural diversity and a new
preface
A Treatise on the Diseases of the Chest and on Mediate
Auscultation 2006-08-01 from the only mediator in the us
with a masters degree in creativity mediating with picasso is
part mediation text part memoir and a great read you will
come away from mediating with picasso convinced you are
more creative than you probably think you are then through
real life examples mediation war stories quotable quotes
surveys and exercises found in the workbook louise
demonstrates how you can increase your creativity then
apply your inherent creativity when you need it most in
conflict situations
Mediating Interpersonal Conflicts 2023-12-28 helen garner s
the first stone 1995 a non fictional book about a sexual
harassment case at a university of melbourne residential
college captured and maintained the australian media s
attention in an unprecedented way its publication sparked
extensive media commentary regarding an alleged
generational war within australian feminism while talkback
radio current affairs television and cultural events such as
literary festivals and forums all took part in this heated public
contest over the meanings of feminism this book reconsiders
how the debate played out in the australian print media
analysing texts as diverse as feature articles and opinion
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pieces non fiction by young feminists letters to the editor
celebrity feminist profiles and articles as well as the first
stone itself this book offers the first in depth analysis of this
debate as a media event refusing to adopt either a
condemnatory or celebratory approach to the complex
relationship between feminism and media culture it argues
that the first stone media event is indicative of the
limitations and the opportunities proffered by the
mediatisation of contemporary feminism mediating
australian feminism provides insights that will be valuable to
scholars interested in feminism journalism and news culture
literary reception and the politics of media representation
NGOs Mediating Peace 2015-07-28 this publication
provides a comprehensive guide to those who aspire to
introduce teach support and maintain mediation processes
for all young people in school in a world that fails to manage
conflict those who seek peaceful resolution are urged to
promote mediation as a positive solution topics covered
include circle time emotional literacy affirmation problem
solving co operation conflict resolution communication
mediation there are 171 pages and 38 copiable activity
sheets which are suitable for infant junior and secondary
schools
Human Development and Faith (Second Edition)
2012-11-08 this study examines the structural similarities
between english mercantile treatises and drama c1600 1642
bradley d ryner analyses the representational conventions of
plays and mercantile treatises written between the
chartering of the english east india company in 1600 and the
closing of the public playhouses at the outset of the english
civil war in 1642 he shows that playwrights manipulation of
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specific elements of theatrical representation such as
metaphor props dramatic character stage space audience
interaction and genre exacerbated the tension between the
aspects of the world taken into account by a particular
representation and those aspects that it neglects
Mediating With Picasso 2008 this new book shows how
international crises are dangerous episodes that can be
destabilizing not only to the actors directly involved but also
to the entire international system recognizing the primacy of
crises as defining moments in international relations scholars
and policy makers alike are increasingly concerned with
identifying mechanisms for crisis prevention management
and resolution mediating international crises is the first
comprehensive study into one such mechanism that has
been used with increasing frequency in the 20th century
mediation by a third party this important research attempts
to determine whether third party mediation is an effective
means of alleviating or managing the turbulent and violent
consequences of crises the authors examine three
approaches to mediation facilitation communication between
parties formulating possible agreements and manipulating
the parties through sanctions or rewards they explore how
these mediation approaches affect crisis outcomes through
sanctions or rewards the book begins with a thorough
discussion of the theoretical literature on mediation with
particular attention paid to the important distinction between
crisis management and conflict resolution the authors then
provide empirical analyses of instances of mediation in 20th
century international crises which is supplemented with data
derived from simulated negotiation settings with human
subjects
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Mediating Australian Feminism 1827 antiblackness
investigates the ways in which the dehumanization of black
people has been foundational to the establishment of
modernity drawing on black feminism afropessimism and
critical race theory the book s contributors trace forms of
antiblackness across time and space from nineteenth
century slavery to the categorization of latinx in the 2020
census from south africa and palestine to the chickasaw
homelands from the white house to convict lease camps
prisons and schools among other topics they examine the
centrality of antiblackness in the introduction of carolina rice
to colonial india the presence of black people and native
americans in the public discourse of precolonial korea and
the practices of denial that obscure antiblackness in
contemporary france throughout the contributors
demonstrate that any analysis of white supremacy indeed of
the world that does not contend with antiblackness is
incomplete contributors mohan ambikaipaker jodi a byrd iyko
day anthony paul farley crystal marie fleming sarah haley
tanya katerí hernández sarah ihmoud joy james moon kie
jung jae kyun kim charles w mills dylan rodríguez zach sell
joão h costa vargas frank b wilderson iii connie wun
A treatise on the Diseases of the Chest, and on Mediate
Auscultation. Second edition, greatly enlarged. Translated, ...
with notes, and a sketch of the author's life, by J. Forbes
1997-01-01 this open access book draws on conceptual
resources ranging from medieval scholasticism to
postmodern theory to propose a new understanding of
secular time and its mediation in nineteenth century
technological networks untethering the concept of secularity
from questions of religion and belief it offers an innovative
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rethinking of the history of secularisation that will appeal to
students scholars and everyone interested in secularity
victorian culture the history of technology and the
temporalities of modernity stefan fisher hyrem phd is a
historian and senior academic librarian at the university of
agder norway
Let′s Mediate 2013-12-17 this book focuses on the
ethnographic study of catholicism and media chapters
demonstrate how people engage with the catholic media
scape and analyse the social cultural and political processes
that underlie catholic media and mediatization case studies
examine catholic practices in north america western and
eastern europe latin america south east asia and africa
providing a truly comparative de centred representation of
global catholicism illustrating the vibrancy and heterogeneity
of catholicism world wide the book also examines how media
work to sustain larger global catholic imaginaries
Performing Economic Thought 2007-05-07 mediating
historical responsibility brings together leading scholars and
new voices in the interdisciplinary fields of memory studies
history and cultural studies to explore the ways culture and
cultural representations have been at the forefront of
bringing the memory of past injustices to the attention of
audiences for many years engaging with the darkest pages
of twentieth century european history dealing with the
legacy of colonialism war crimes genocides dictatorships and
racism the authors of this collection of critical essays address
europe s difficult pasts through the study of cultural products
examining historical narratives literary texts films
documentaries theatre poetry graphic novels visual artworks
material heritage and the cultural and political reception of
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official government reports adopting an intermedial
approach to the study of european history the book probes
the relationship between memory and responsibility
investigating what it means to take responsibility for the past
and showing how cultural products are fundamentally
entangled in this process
Mediating International Crises 1846 a compelling new
account of wollstonecraft as incisive critic of the material
moral and psychological conditions of commercial modernity
A Treatise on Mediate Auscultation, and on Diseases of the
Lungs and Heart. ... With the notes and additions of M. M.
Laënnec and M. Andral. Translated from the latest edition, by
a Member of the College of Physicians. Edited by T. Herbert;
with practical notes condensed from the lectures of F. H.
Ramadge. With plates 2021-03-01 during the century after
1750 great britain absorbed much of the world s supply of
gold into its pockets cupboards and coffers when it became
the only major country to adopt the gold standard as the sole
basis of its currency over the same period the nation s
emergence was marked by a powerful combination of
protestantism commerce and military might alongside
preservation of its older social hierarchy in this rich and
broad ranging work timothy alborn argues for a close
connection between gold and britain s national identity
beginning with adam smith s wealth of nations which
validated britain s position as an economic powerhouse and
running through the mid nineteenth century gold rushes in
california and australia alborn draws on contemporary
descriptions of gold s value to highlight its role in financial
political and cultural realms he begins by narrating british
interests in gold mining globally to enable the smooth
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operation of the gold standard in addition to explaining the
metal s function in finance he explores its uses in war
expenditure foreign trade religious observance and
ornamentation at home and abroad britons criticized foreign
cultures for their wasteful and inappropriate uses of gold
even as it became a prominent symbol of status in more
traditional features of british society including its royal family
aristocracy and military although britain had been
ambivalent in its embrace of gold ultimately it enabled the
nation to become the world s most modern economy and to
extend its imperial reach around the globe all that glittered
tells the story of gold as both a marker of value and a
valuable commodity while providing a new window onto
britain s ascendance after the 1750s
Antiblackness 2022 internationalisation has been a binding
request for firms dealing with the challenges of the present
day realities extant international business publications have
recently begun to point out the relationship between the
notions of business model and internationalisation yet the
filed needs considerably more attention the core aim of this
book is to provide a comprehensive analysis of the ways in
which business models and internationalisation impact one
another in the process of initiating and expanding
international business activities the analysis makes it
feasible to detect the core issues of the interdependences
between business models and internationalisation to
facilitate management decision making and implementation
of pertinent firm internationalisation incorporating the
application of appropriate business models in this book the
business model is applied to explore the specifics and
aspects of firm internationalisation processes innovating the
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business model is analysed as a persuasive means for
augmenting the propensities of firms to internationalise the
book enriches the comprehension of the significance of
business model innovation as an enabler of firm
internationalisation in view that scares in what manners
business model innovation facilitate firm internationalisation
the book chapters address a broad range of issues
encompassing the general roles of business model in firm
internationalisation the relationships between digital
business models and platforms on one side and firm
internationalisation on another how business models
determine the internationalisation of services firms the
interplay between business models and firm
internationalisation in specific contexts it will therefore be of
interest to researchers academics and advanced students in
the fields of international business and management
Rethinking Secular Time in Victorian England 2022-03-10 the
age of silver advances a horizontal method of comparative
literature and applies this approach to analyze the multiple
emergences of early realism and novelistic modernity in
eastern and western cultural spheres from the sixteenth
through the eighteenth centuries naming this era of
economic globalization the age of silver ning ma emphasizes
the bullion flow from south america and japan to china
through international commerce and argues that the
resultant transcontinental monetary and commercial co
evolutions stimulated analogous socioeconomic shifts and
emergent novelistic realisms the main texts addressed within
include the plum in the golden vase china don quixote spain
the life of an amorous man japan and robinson crusoe
england these eastern and western narratives indicate from
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their own geographical vantage points commercial
expansions stimulation of social mobility and larger
processes of cultural destabilization their realist tendencies
are underlain with politically critical functions and connote
heteroglossic national imaginaries this horizontal argument
realigns novelistic modernity with a multipolar global context
and reestablishes commensurabilities between eastern and
western literary histories the age of silver challenges the
unilateral equation between globalization and modernity with
westernization and foregrounds a polycentric mode of global
early modernity for pluralizing the genealogy of world
literature and historical transcultural relations
Mediating Catholicism 2024-07-22 this book has been
written as a primer for individuals interested in improving
their skills for dealing with interpersonal and small group
conflict at home or at work it is for students learning about
conflict resolution and mediation and it is a book for would
be mediators
Mediating Historical Responsibility 2024-02-29 a
standard text in a variety of courses the techniques manual
as it is commonly called covers every aspect of modern
wildlife management and provides practical information for
applying the hundreds of methods described in its pages to
effectively incorporate the explosion of new information in
the wildlife profession this latest edition is logically organized
into a two volume set volume 1 is devoted to research
techniques and volume 2 focuses on management
methodologies
Mary Wollstonecraft and Political Economy 2019-08-20 the
easy accessibility of political fiction in the long eighteenth
century made it possible for any reader or listener to enter
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into the intellectual debates of the time as much of the core
of modern political and economic theory was to be found first
in the fiction not the theory of this age amusingly many of
these abstract ideas were presented for the first time in
stories featuring less than gifted central characters the five
particular works of fiction examined here which this book
takes as embodying the core of the enlightenment focus
more on the individual than on social group nevertheless in
these same works of fiction this individual has
responsibilities as well as rights and these responsibilities
and rights apply to every individual across the board
regardless of social class financial status race age or gender
unlike studies of the enlightenment which focus only on
theory and nonfiction this study of fiction makes evident that
there was a vibrant concern for the constructive as well as
destructive aspects of emotion during the enlightenment
rather than an exclusive concern for rationality
All That Glittered 2023-10-17 the book investigates the many
ways that economic and moral reasoning interact overlap
and conflict both historically and at present the book
explores economic and moral thinking as a historically
contingent pair using the concept of economic normativities
the contributors use case studies including economic
practices such as trade and finance and tax and famine
reforms in the british colonies to explore the intellectual
history of how economic and moral issues interrelate
Consumer Mental Health and Wellbeing: Socially
Responsible Consumption Patterns 2021-12-21 most
canadians assume they live under some form of democracy
yet confusion about the meaning of the word and the limits
of the people s power obscures a deeper understanding
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constant struggle looks for the democratic impulse in canada
s past to deconstruct how the country became a democracy
if in fact it ever did this volume asks what limits and
contradictions have framed the nation s democratization
process examining how democracy has been understood by
those who have advocated for or resisted it and exploring
key historical realities that have shaped it scholars from a
range of disciplines tackle this elusive concept suggesting
that instead of looking for a simple narrative we must be
alert to the slower untidier and incomplete processes of
democratization in canada constant struggle offers a
renewed sometimes unsettling depiction stretching from
studies of early indigenous societies through colonial north
america and confederation into the twentieth century
contributors reassess democracy in light of settler
colonialism and white supremacy investigate connections
between capitalism and democracy consider alternative
conceptions of democracy from canada s past and highlight
the various ways in which the democratic ideal has been
mobilized to advance particular visions of canadian society
demonstrating that canada s democratization process has
not always been one that empowered the people constant
struggle questions traditional views of the relationship
between democracy and liberalism in canada and around the
world
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